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And Sunday Makes Seven [Robert Baden, Michelle Edwards] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Twelve witches reward Carlos for adding to their song about the days of the week, but when Carlos'
greedy cousin Ricardo sings for the witches.

Every Sunday or thereabouts, we will go over seven stories or noteworthy items from the Ontario Hockey
League. What does this say about the two teams if anything? Given that the Firebirds were coming off a loss
to the Kitchener Rangers the night before, we expected fatigue to set in and the rest of the game would just
cruise along. Little did we know what was about to happen. The Otters came out in the third and hung eight
goals on the Firebirds. After it got to , things just got silly. It was the first game of the season and the Otters
took advantage of the situation. The Otters will be a fun team to watch grow. They are very young in spots.
But they play fast and have a decent lineup. Some publications predicted the Otters would finish last in the
OHL. Many see the youth and experience. Fewer see the overall potential. Can they reach it will be the thing
to watch. Wonderful catch by Jeremy Crowe. How does this happen? Optimism was present going into the
season. But now after an road trip that saw them get outscored , they have some serious questions. That said,
circumstances certainly did not help the Firebirds. The Firebirds played with just 5D in their first two games
as a result. After the game, the coaches held a lengthy meeting. He helped pace the Otters by recording a hat
trick. His numbers have been steady whether he was surrounded with talent or not. Another goal season is
easily within reach for him. At least for one night, Gera Poddubnyi did just that. He was a force along the
wall. Good teams can send solid lines out who can score. Their performance will have a lot to say in the final
outcome of the season for the Otters. A season of goals is within reason for Poddubnyi. He recorded two
assists including a beauty of a primary assist on the goal. But it was his defense that stood out for a rookie. He
raced back from blue line to blue line, took the body and separated the player from the puck. With Quinton
Byfield and Alexis Lafreniere dominating at the top, someone is going to land a premier, right-shooting,
offensively minded defenseman. In other words, that draft is simply loaded. I like the honesty. The players
have to look in the mirror at themselves and find their way out of this. Dellandrea saw the team was out of
sorts and tried waking them up. He found himself in a fight with Hayden Fowler. He still has some things to
learn especially on the defensive end. But he understands when a leader needs to try to step up and help his
team. It will be interesting to watch his development this year not only from a hockey standpoint but from a
leadership standpoint. He is their best offensive player and captain. How will he and the team handle the
different adversities that come their way? Ty Dellandrea knows this season will have its ups and downs. Some
have him ranked as a first rounder for the draft. He definitely helps give the top-six a new and dangerous look.
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Cook the noodles in boiling salted water, according to package directions, until al dente. As the pasta water
heats up, melt butter in a large saucepan over medium-high heat. Season the steak with salt and pepper, then
place it in a single layer in the pan. Flip the steak, and once again sear it for about 3 minutes. Remove the
steak from the pan and set aside. Return the pan to the heat and add the remaining 2 tablespoons of butter.
Once melted, add onions and cook for about 3 minutes. Add garlic and mushrooms, stirring to mix
completely. Cook the mixture for another minutes, or until the mushrooms are cooked and the onions are soft.
Pour in the white wine, deglazing the pan by using the cooking spoon to scrape any browned bits off the
bottom of the pan. Allow the mixture to reduce for another 3 minutes. While the mushrooms and onions are
cooking, whisk together the beef broth, Worcestershire sauce, and flour until smooth. Pour the mixture into the
pan, stirring to combine. Allow the sauce to simmer for 5 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add Greek yogurt
and mix well, then add the steak. Season with salt and pepper to taste, if necessary. Serve over egg noodles,
garnished with parsley if desired. Perfect Pot Roast Pot roast iStock. Follow this recipe from The Pioneer
Woman and prepare to surprise yourself. The great thing about pot roast is that once your prep work is done,
the oven does the work for you. Generously salt and pepper your chuck roast. Heat a large pot or Dutch oven
over medium-high heat. Then add 2 to 3 tablespoons of olive oil. When the oil in the pot is very hot but not
smoking , add in the halved onions, browning them on one side and then the other. Remove the onions to a
plate. Throw the carrots into the same very hot pan and toss them around a bit until slightly browned, about a
minute or so. If needed, add a bit more olive oil to the very hot pan. Place the meat in the pan and sear it for
about a minute on all sides until it is nice and brown all over. Remove the roast to a plate. With the burner still
on high, use either red wine or beef broth to deglaze the pan, scraping the bottom with a whisk to get all of
that wonderful flavor up. When the bottom of the pan is sufficiently deglazed, place the roast back into the pan
and add enough beef stock to cover the meat halfway. Add in the onion and the carrots, as well as 3 or 4 sprigs
of fresh rosemary and about 3 sprigs of fresh thyme. For a 4 to 5-pound roast, plan on 4 hours. Take a shortcut
with premade Pot Pie Pastry and then grab your veggies, chicken, and heavy cream. You can never go wrong
when heavy cream and carbs are involved, and this recipe that serves 6 to 8 is surprisingly forgiving.
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Monday - Thursday", and "Seven Days: Friday - Sunday", because really, the two should be seen in
conjunction with each other in order to get a complete viewing experience as both parts make up the whole.
STORY No spoilers Actually, I read the manga also helpfully entitled "Seven Days" on which this short 2
episode series is based on, long before I realised that they actually made a live-action version of it. I will get
into the acting for this series in another section but story-wise, both episodes were amazingly faithful and
accurate to the manga itself. Here is a short list of just how accurate it was: The 1st volume being the Monday
to Thursday sections, and the second volume having the remaining Friday to Sunday sections. The way the
series is split is exactly the same way. It was really as though the manga itself came to life - there were hardly
any deviations of it in the live-action series. So, for those who read the manga and enjoyed the story, you
would be surprisingly satisfied with this production. Story-wise, the synopsis is a pretty good summary so I
am not sure if I have anything further to add. It really is a simple premise of what started out as a high-school
tease between 2 boys to date for a week seven days , ended up creating feelings which neither were prepared
for, and their various insecurities and misunderstandings arising from that. Like the sound of it? If not, then
feel free to give this a pass. Another thing to note is that the pacing of this live-action short series is rather
deliberately slow. I believe that the production team and the director had in mind a pace that was meant to
deliberately focus and pause onto the main characters, either to emphasise a scene or an emotion, because this
is done consistently throughout the show. Some people might find this draggy or boring or weird, but I
personally see it as an artistic approach and directorial style, and quite enjoy the slow, deliberate pacing of the
show. Most Japanese series tend to be rather snappy and excitable so a mellow, calm-almost-to-stillness show
is rather interesting and refreshing as a change. Now how about the actual portrayal of the characters?
Looks-wise, I think James does have that cool look befitting the character but I had hoped that he could have
acted a bit more "fly-away" or ditzy just to emphasise the dichotomy between his looks and his personality
which many people around Shino keep banging on about. It would have made some of the comments from
supporting characters a bit more believable and understandable. As it stood, I felt that we had to just accept
what we are being told i. More tell, rather than show, in this aspect, for me. Having said that, I thought the rest
of how James portrayed Shino was well done. The curiosity, the internal dialogues, the progression of feelings
and its by-products of uncertainty and jealousy - I thought these were all expressed pretty well by James in his
role. I also liked the way he holds his bow and arrow, and his shooting stance. It did look very cool and
natural. Looks-wise, I personally found Tomoki to look too old for the junior he should be portraying - and not
a little older, but quite a lot older, which was was initially rather jarring when I first started watching. Looks
aside, Tomoki did not do too bad a job in bringing out the emotions and the feelings of Touji onto the screen.
His acting did not come across as natural or as at ease as James playing Shino, but neither was it so bad that it
was too awkward to watch, so I would consider his portrayal to be serviceable for the role. Pity because he
was supposed to be rather effortlessly good at shooting and it does not really come across in this live-action
adaptation. But this is a minor quibble. MUSIC Befitting the deliberately slow pace of this show, the
background music is instrumental, mellow and rather poignant in tone. I thought it matched the mood and the
pacing of the series well and personally found it to be a good enhancement to the scenes in bringing out the
moment or the mood. Overall, it is quite a well done series, barring my minor quibbles outlined above. I can
see myself viewing it again. Was this review helpful to you?
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These are also among the top takeaways for Sunday's Week 7 NFL action. Chiefs make major statement in rebound
performance. The Kansas City Chiefs responded in a big way Sunday night after losing.

I, too, have too much china, but wow, that is a keeper. I adore the yorkie in sneakers. My little girl, Dixie,
would wear them about 2 hot seconds and would be flipping them all over the room!! Love the ornaments
holiday wrap and hope you will bring tissue and gift tags, makes it so easy! Everything I have bought from
you is even better in person. Oh yes, things have gotten really carried away in our country. It is sad and the
entitlement of the younger generation is seriously out of control. Respect does not exist anymore. I am trying
the tuna fish today! I love anything with dill, never would have thought to pair it with tuna but sounds tasty.
There are courteous ways of indicating someone is in your space. I feel it was easier to notice the louder side
of the interaction at the expense of physical violation. I am 55 and would be ashamed if I felt my age, absent
other infirmities, made me feel entitled to a higher level of deference from people. The home featured in the
Traditional Home Magazine is just gorgeous. All the neutrals make the home seem so calm and inviting. I love
the open concept floor design for the great room and kitchen. When a kitchen is that great, you want everyone
to see it. Now, on to Patricia Artshul. What a pampered life she lives! I would hope that she would use her
money to support any number of causes and not just spoil herself. She certainly lives in a very nice bubble.
Bonnie on So excited for new ornaments! A girl can never have too much china. Lately it seems that no matter
how hard we try not to be political we are forced to take one side or another. I am 73 years old and have lived
long enough to remember many tough times in the history of this country but NEVER anything like this! I feel
as if l am living on the Mysterious Island of Dr Moreau, you know, in an experiment that has suddenly gone
very , very bad and I pray we can get a handle on it before it destroys us. Anyway, thank you for keeping
civility, refinement and class alive because it too is under attack and in danger of extinction. You are a bastion
of hope for so many of us!! Am looking forward to the Staffordshire ornaments and also all the gift size
ornaments. Last year I missed out on getting some as you were sold out when I ordered. Will keep looking for
your sale. I agree with everything you wrote about the country and political correctness. We seem to be
heading for real trouble in this country. However it starts with what goes on at home and values are eroding
fast Unlike Europe where traditions are largely upheld, this has almost disappeared here. We switched our 3
kids from public to private for this reason, it was a good decision. Love your line of products- the Christmas
items are so beautiful. I totally agree with the writer. However, I still feel there are many young people who
are very conscientious of good manners. Hopefully, they can set an example for those that are lacking. Little
inconveniences like a person standing too close in line use to be handled with some restraint, or at least class
and respect. Decorum is gone I am afraid. Importantly, consideration given to transgender individuals should
be a right, plain and simple. I want to be an ally for equality that includes education and action. We have
another generation coming of age and in some ways they are handling things better then previous generations,
but in other ways they have lost some of the graciousness along the way, and we know grace goes a long way
in lifeâ€¦. The incident with the coffee shop made me also think about the bullying problem that we have
today. And that is what a lot of this comes down to. Pushing someone out of the way here it was literally to
your own way. What we need to do as a county is to stop the bullying! We think of schools and school
children when we honk of bullying but it goes much further than that, as in this coffee shop. While we can be
the example and show them that things can be handled in a kinder. With kindness, tell her that that kind of talk
is not tolerable and needs to be miles from anyone. That a few minutes being uncomfortable is not a justifiable
reason to lash out at someone. With kindness, let her experience her own medicine. While we need to be
peacable people, we also need to stand up against bullies and stand up for humankind. When we stand by we
are as bad as the bully. Just as my daughter practices in her classroom, if you laugh at someone bullied you are
guilty also. She also with kindness makes the bully feel embarrassed not the bullied. Pretty soon the bullying
stops because they no longer have the upper hand. I should probably stop right there, lol, but for example how
trump is calling out the fake news reporters. SOON they will get tired of it and hopefully stop bullying people
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on their broadcasts. We seem to have lost our sense of grace. What happened to our ability to put ourselves in
the shoes of those around us and attempt to see the world from their perspective. And never, never reprimand
another person so publicly. If she treats an older lady that way, you can only imagine how she treats her
parents and peers that she feels are not to her standard. I like my personal space but would never speak to
someone in that manner. I may move a little myself, instead. What a beautiful, serene home. I love every inch
of it! Whatever happened to character, Whatever happened to respect for our elders. When did it become okay
to be rude. Is social media the cause because people say anything on it and now they say it to your face.
Patricia Altshulâ€¦ My feeling about her Is: Second item is the one instagram about being positiveâ€¦ Agree
completely.. I like that attitude. Political correctness has run amokâ€¦. I love your posts, Tina.. They make my
day. Thanks so much for the Instagrams of Interest share, such an honour. That girl in the coffee shop was
horrid. I have three kids, 12, 14 and 16 and am doing my very best to make sure they know that is not OK!
Great post as always- love love the Christmas products that are forthcoming. You must be so excited. That
house you shared is beautiful, and I too love the colors, they are so soothing. Tina, hope you had a nice
Sunday. We have lost so much of our country. I owe it to radical teachers and allowing everything to be off
limits. All started with taking prayer,pledge of alligance and all of our unique American traditions out of
schools and public places. Also,this one world stupidity is only allowing our enemies to infiltrate and make
everything worse. Adore your Christmas items, the paper, the ornaments, all kit and kaboodle. The Instagrams
are always so much fun to see and I make a tuna very similar but add scallions which is really good and
extremely low cal. Even got my 10 year old twins to like it! I am only 46 but think the whole thing has gone
crazy and so out of control. We need to go back to how things were 20 years ago. Our country has gone mad.
Even our politicians are nuts! To me, the important thing is being considerate and polite to everyone in all
situations- which is just good manners. I thought it was impossible to outdo the Kardashians for crass. It is
considered bad form to talk about what you have. This show is called a reality show but it is NOT reality, and
I found all the people in it very tacky.
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Get this from a library! Y Domingo, siete: Translation of: And Sunday makes seven. [Robert Baden; Michelle Edwards] -Twelve witches reward Carlos for adding to their song about the days of the week, but when Carlos' greedy cousin
Ricardo sings for the witches, he receives an unpleasant surprise.

In Old Russian Sunday was also called "free day" or "day with no work", but in the contemporary language
this word means "week". Monday is "It-Tnejn" meaning "two". Saturday is Shabat coming from the word
Sabbath or Shabbath in Hebrew, and "Kiraki" coming from the word "Krak" meaning "fire" is Sunday, "Krak"
describing the sun by fire. However, in many European countries calendars almost always show Monday as
the first day of the week, [6] which follows the ISO standard. In the Persian calendar , Sunday is the second
day of the week. However, it is called "number one" as counting starts from zero; the first day - Saturday - is
denoted as In paganism, the sun was a source of life, giving warmth and illumination to mankind. It was the
center of a popular cult among Romans, who would stand at dawn to catch the first rays of sunshine as they
prayed. One of the Church fathers, St. Jerome , would declare: Francis would sing in his famous canticle: And
he is beautiful and radiant in all his splendor! Of you, Most High, he bears the likeness. Sabbath in
Christianity The ancient Romans traditionally used the eight-day nundinal cycle , a market week, but in the
time of Augustus in the 1st century AD, a seven-day week also came into use. Justin Martyr , in the mid 2nd
century , mentions "memoirs of the apostles" as being read on "the day called that of the sun" Sunday
alongside the "writings of the prophets. In the country, however, persons engaged in agriculture may freely
and lawfully continue their pursuits; because it often happens that another day is not so suitable for
grain-sowing or vine-planting; lest by neglecting the proper moment for such operations the bounty of heaven
should be lost. It also indicates that Jews were observing the Sabbath on the Saturday. Modern practices[ edit ]
Some Christian denominations, called " Sabbatarians ", observe a Saturday Sabbath. The name "Sabbatarian"
has also been claimed by Christians, especially Protestants, who believe Sunday must be observed with just
the sort of rigorous abstinence from work associated with " Shabbat ". Christians in the Seventh-day Adventist
, Seventh Day Baptist , and Church of God Seventh-Day denominations, as well as many Messianic Jews ,
have maintained the practice of abstaining from work and gathering for worship on Saturdays sunset to sunset
as did all of the followers of God in the Bible. For most Christians the custom and obligation of Sunday rest is
not as strict. A minority of Christians do not regard the day they attend church as important, so long as they
attend. There is considerable variation in the observance of Sabbath rituals and restrictions, but some cessation
of normal weekday activities is customary. Many Christians today observe Sunday as a day of
church-attendance. In Roman Catholic liturgy, Sunday begins on Saturday evening. The evening Mass on
Saturday is liturgically a full Sunday Mass and fulfills the obligation of Sunday Mass attendance, and Vespers
evening prayer on Saturday night is liturgically "first Vespers" of the Sunday. The same evening anticipation
applies to other major solemnities and feasts, and is an echo of the Jewish practice of starting the new day at
sunset. Those who work in the medical field, in law enforcement, and soldiers in a war zone are dispensed
from the usual obligation to attend Church on Sunday. They are encouraged to combine their work with
attending religious services if possible. During this time, the dismissal at all services begin with the words,
"May Christ our True God, who rose from the dead Among Orthodox Christians, Sunday is considered to be a
"Little Pascha " Easter , and because of the Paschal joy, the making of prostrations is forbidden, except in
certain circumstances. Leisure activities and idleness, being secular and offensive to Christ as it is
time-wasting, is prohibited[ dubious â€” discuss ]. Some languages lack separate words for "Saturday" and
"Sabbath" e. On the other hand, English-speaking Christians often refer to the Sunday as the Sabbath other
than Seventh-day Sabbatarians ; a practice which, probably due to the international connections and the Latin
tradition of the Roman Catholic Church, is more widespread among but not limited to Protestants. Quakers
traditionally referred to Sunday as "First Day" eschewing the pagan origin of the English name, while
referring to Saturday as the "Seventh day". Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. January Further information: The practice of
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offices closing on Sunday in government and in some rural areas of the United States stem from a system of
blue laws. Blue laws were established in the early puritan days which forbade secular activities on Sunday and
were rigidly enforced. Some public activities are still regulated by these blue laws in the 21st century. Public
selling of commodities other than necessary foods and drinks, medicine, ice, and surgical and burial
equipment, and other necessities can legally be prohibited on Sunday. In Oklahoma a fine not to exceed
twenty-five dollars may be imposed on individuals for each offense. Many countries, particularly in Europe
such as Sweden , France , Germany and Belgium , but also in other countries such as Peru , hold their national
and local elections on a Sunday, either by law or by tradition. This section does not cite any sources. January
Learn how and when to remove this template message Many American and British daily newspapers publish a
larger edition on Sundays, which often includes color comic strips , a magazine , and a coupon section; may
only publish on a Sunday, or may have a "sister-paper" with a different masthead that only publishes on a
Sunday. January Learn how and when to remove this template message Major League Baseball usually
schedules all Sunday games in the daytime except for the nationally televised Sunday Night Baseball matchup.
Certain historically religious cities such as Boston and Baltimore among others will schedule games no earlier
than 1: College football usually occurs on Saturday, and high-school football tends to take place on Friday
night or Saturday afternoon. In the UK , some club and Premier League football matches and tournaments
usually take place on Sundays. Rugby matches and tournaments usually take place in club grounds or parks on
Sunday mornings. It is not uncommon for church attendance to shift on days when a late morning or early
afternoon game is anticipated by a local community. One of the remains of religious segregation in the
Netherlands is seen in amateur football: The Saturday-clubs are by and large Protestant Christian clubs, who
were not allowed to play on Sunday. The Sunday-clubs were in general Catholic and working class clubs,
whose players had to work on Saturday and therefore could only play on Sunday. In Ireland , Gaelic football
and hurling matches are predominantly played on Sundays, with the first used to be second and fourth used to
be third Sundays in September always playing host to the All-Ireland hurling and football championship
finals, respectively. Professional golf tournaments traditionally end on Sunday. In the United States and
Canada, National Basketball Association and National Hockey League games, which are usually played at
night during the week, are frequently played during daytime hours - often broadcast on national television.
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And Sunday Makes Seven | Twelve witches reward Carlos for adding to their song about the days of the week, but when
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September 09 , Comments: Well, last Sunday I was in PB and sure wish I was back now but it just makes me
look that much forward to my next visit. Hope you are having a great weekend, here we go with my Seven on
Sundayâ€¦â€¦. I found these two videos so fascinating. I remember when I bought my first Chanel suit, it was
akin to crossing something off my bucket list. I felt like a million dollars in it and I am only a few pounds
away from being able to wear it againâ€¦woo hoo! They are classics that are not only so beautiful, so well
made but clothing that stands the test of time. These videos will show you just how involved creating and
sewing a single jacket is and a bit about the incredible history behind this iconic brandâ€¦. I got these pictures
in and was wowed by how my customer so beautifully mixed the two styles of sophisticated rustic with a more
formal vibe in her exquisite mountain home. What a match made in mixing heaven! Just look at how she used
the silver planters and mini table lamps! I shared this darling little girl, Mila with you a few months ago. She
has since come out with a precious video all about my favorite season, fall. I am not a big drinker at all but
seriously this could change the game all together: It is almost scary how much I like this! I have tried all the
flavors and this is to me, hands down is the best. I have tried the other flavors but this one hands down wins
the blue ribbon! Cannot tell you how good this is! OK lots going on hereâ€¦.. Christmas ornaments and
Christmas paper is in production. Stay tuned soon for a presale offering special pricing to be holiday ready.
Pumpkins out of production and en route! I will have a presale on these beauties in a week or so, a must have
for anyone who loves to decorate for the holidays, they came out so beautiful, I may need to leave them out
year round! A new container of beautiful chinoiserie tole is soon finishing up here is a sneak peek mid
production- These fabulous monogrammed trays are the ultimate gift, this is the newest batch en route for
some lucky customers! I can see them now on my kitchen island displayed with mumsâ€¦such an elegant way
to welcome fall! The ornaments are in production. The ornaments make the best favors. OK this is for all you
empty nesters out there. How is possible that seeing a sports game in play as I pass a school, namely my sons
old school or see a gaggle of nervous middle schoolers on their way to school, that I almost start crying! I
really really miss it: I do hope I have company otherwise maybe I need therapy lol. I really thoguht at this
point in my life I would be celebrating this new found freedom. It could be because I am young to have all
three of my boys all grown up and out of the nest or it could be that I am relegated to being an eternal hopeless
sap: So if you are an empty nester or even closeâ€¦do you still react this way? As always, thanks for stopping
in. Hope everyone is enjoying a wonderful weekend as we slowly sashay our way into FALL! PS As of
Monday morning a fabulous new flash sale has begun on these incredible tabletop new arrivalsâ€¦â€¦ click
here to see the sale.
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Here's what we learned from Sunday's Week 7 games, including an AFC showdown at Wembley Stadium in London. 1.
Sunday's matchup featured the league's top scoring offense against the top defense.

In the states, it started with the Cleveland Browns playing their fourth overtime game this season, losing yet
again in a heartbreaker. Prior to that, Titans head coach Mike Vrabel made one interesting late-game decision
in a loss to the Chargers across the pond. These two plays will have wide-ranging ramifications for four teams
moving forward. Chiefs make major statement in rebound performance The Kansas City Chiefs responded in a
big way Sunday night after losing to the New England Patriots on a prime-time stage last week. Big plays on
offense coupled with a surprisingly ball-hawking defense inspired this latest win. Kareem Hunt was absolutely
absurd throughout the game, going for total yards and three touchdowns on 20 touches. Meanwhile, Mahomes
went for total yards and four scores. That includes Tennessee putting up a total of 13 points during a two-game
losing streak entering Week 7. For a while there, it seemed like Vrabel and Co. Having controlled the time of
possession battle and dominating on the ground, Tennessee had an opportunity to force overtime late in the
fourth quarter. Following a touchdown pass from Marcus Mariota to Luke Stocker to pull within one point,
Vrabel decided to go for two and the win. In and of itself, that decision left a lot to be desired. Though, the call
to go empty set with Mariota was the bigger issue. The pass fell incomplete, leading to a third consecutive
loss. That came out in droves Sunday against Carolina. Philadelphia opened up a lead entering the fourth
quarter, only to see Cam Newton run roughshod on its defense to the tune of plus passing yards and three
touchdown scoring drives in the final stanza. This, despite the fact that Wentz himself completed of passes for
yards with two touchdowns and zero interceptions. In what was the best game of the day, Baltimore proved
itself to be a tough out. It held a high-flying Saints offense to just yards with Alvin Kamara putting up just 75
total yards on 19 touches. Offensively, Joe Flacco continued his tremendous season by tossing two
touchdowns compared to zero interceptions. While the loss will hurt for some time, Baltimore proved that it
will have a say in the AFC North race before all is said and done. Kirk Cousins avoided turnovers, but did
nothing more than manage the game. Even then, these Vikings were able to come away with their third
consecutive win after struggling to open up the season. It started and ended with the defense. Minnesota held
rookie quarterback Sam Darnold to of passing for yards with one touchdown and three interceptions. All said,
the Jets put up total yards of offense in a Vikings win. Jason Garrett fails his Cowboys again The Dallas
Cowboys nearly mounted what could have very well been a season-defining comeback against the
Washington Redskins in D. Dallas looked dead in the water after Dak Prescott lost a fumble that was returned
for a touchdown by Preston Smith to give Washington a lead with less than five minutes left in the final
stanza. The conservative nature of Mr. Garrett would then come back to haunt Big D. As the call was
confirmed, Garrett had time to draw up a play. It was first-and with one timeout remaining. He ran up the
middle with Ezekiel Elliott instead of attempting a pass in the end zone. If Washington had prepared for that, a
dump off pass would have netted positive yardage. Instead, kicker Brett Maher doinked a long yard field goal
following a false start. It was just a dumb play call from Garrett, and it now has Dallas at through seven
games. These are the Browns we all know Heartbreak. Having seen Baker Mayfield lead the team back from a
multi-score second-half deficit, and with Bucs kicker Chandler Catanzaro missing a potential game-winning
field goal to end regulation, the hope was Cleveland could pull off its third win of the season. It was not to be.
Getting the ball in plus territory following an overtime interception from Jameis Winston, Mayfield and Co. In
fact, they lost seven yards. A few minutes later, Catanaro atoned himself by nailing a yard game-winning field
goal. Of course, Bortles will be blamed for his struggles. Having been outscored in the month of October and
in the midst of a two-game losing streak, the Jaguars needed a spark against Houston on Sunday. They were
down at the time with absolutely nothing happening on offense. Again, Bortles deserves some of the blame.
But what did the Jaguars expect when they extended him during the offseason? With the likes of Teddy
Bridgewater and Kirk Cousins available during the offseason, Jacksonville failed by projecting Bortles would
improve. Taking advantage of four turnovers and turning them into 24 points is great. It took the 49ers behind
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the woodshed in every possible way, winning by the score of to remain undefeated. Todd Gurley went for
three more total touchdowns and is on pace for what would be a league-record 32 touchdowns. These Rams
are a machine, and might very well be Super Bowl favorites. Is Drew Brees playing his best football? Brees
continued to play what many might conclude is the best football of his career. Instead, he managed the game
and avoided the turnover bug that has has plagued opposing quarterbacks against the Ravens this season.
Brees completed of passes for yards. He also led the Saints on three touchdown-scoring drives of plus yards,
tossing two scores himself. It was a workmanlike effort for a quarterback that has thrown 13 touchdowns
compared to zero interceptions while boasting a near percent completion mark. Just brilliant stuff from one of
the best quarterbacks to ever play. The question against Miami was whether these Lions could take advantage
of an inferior opponent. Finally getting some balance on offense, Matthew Stafford saw the likes of Kerryon
Johnson and LeGarrette Blount record combined yards on 29 attempts. Meanwhile, Stafford himself played
flawless football to push Detroit to on the season and right in the mix of the NFC North title race. It sure
seems that Patricia and Co. Special teams come up huge for Patriots In an otherwise close game against the
Bears in Chicago on Sunday, the Patriots needed other aspects of the team to step up outside of Tom Brady.
New England was down at the time, and it gave the team momentum. That was pretty much the difference in a
seven-point Patriots win. In a game that saw the offense not do a whole lot, the Pats were able to come away
with a win. The former Pro Bowler completed of passes for a mere yards yards with four touchdowns and zero
interceptions in a blowout win. That included two touchdown tosses to T. He now has 20 touchdowns through
seven games and 15 over his past four outings. Unfortunately, this second-year quarterback was having none
of it. Trubisky struggled something fierce, completing a grand total of eight of his 26 passes to wide receivers.
He also threw two costly interceptions, the second one leading directly to a Patriots yard touchdown scoring
drive to put the game away. More than anything, it was all about a swarming defense. Houston got to
Jacksonville quarterbacks for four sacks, including two by Jadeveon Clowney. All said, the Texans allowed
seven points and just total yards. Despite a less-than-stellar performance on offense, this enabled Houston to
come out on top, Tennessee controlled the time of possession battle, only to lose the game after a
questionable late-game decision from head coach Mike Vrabel. He completed of passes for yards with two
touchdowns and zero picks in the win. That included this yard scoring strike to Tyrell Williams. Now at on the
season, these Chargers have to be seen as real contenders in the AFC. In fact, the team is in its past 19 games.
For his part, Rivers has now thrown 17 touchdowns compared to three interceptions for a ridiculous Yeah, he
has to be seen as a legit MVP candidate heading into the midway point of the campaign. He completed of
passes in the loss, including a pick-six to really put this one away in the third quarter. When tossing the rock to
anyone not named A. Green, Dalton completed 8-of passes for 31 yards.
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8: 7 Sunday Rituals That Make The Week Ahead So Much Easier - Madeleine Shaw
ROME â€” Pope Francis canonized seven new saints Sunday, including Pope Paul VI, who concluded the Second
Vatican Council, and Salvadoran Archbishop Oscar Romero, who was assassinated while celebrating Mass in Paul VI
was pope from to and oversaw the close of the Second Vatican.

Click to email this to a friend Opens in new window Jimmy Butler had 14 points in his Philadelphia debut, but
the 76ers collapsed late and lost at Orlando, , after Terrence Ross hit a tiebreaking 3-pointer with 8. Nikola
Vucevic had 30 points for the Magic, including two free throws with 5. Joel Embiid finished with a
triple-double of 19 points, 13 rebounds and 10 assists for the 76ers, who lost for the seventh time in nine road
games. Redick led Philadelphia with 22 points but committed two turnovers in the final 31 seconds. Butler
played 33 minutes and shot 6 for 12 from the field. The four-time All-Star was acquired Monday from
Minnesota in a five-player trade. Karl-Anthony Towns had 25 points and 16 rebounds. Andrew Wiggins
scored They were acquired from the Philadelphia 76ers along with injured guard Jerryd Bayless in exchange
for the disgruntled Butler. Covington started Wednesday, scoring 13 points and grabbing seven rebounds. He
drained a pair of long, catch-and-shoot 3s in the third quarter as the Timberwolves were trying to hold off a
Pelicans comeback. Embiid made all three of his 3-pointers in the first 4: F Jonathan Isaac played 16 minutes
after missing six games with a sprained right ankle. C Nikola Mirotic returned after missing two games with a
right ankle sprain. He had 16 points and 10 boards. Head coach Alvin Gentry said PG Elfrid Payton is close to
returning from his own right ankle sprain, but he sat out his ninth straight game. G Derrick Rose left knee
soreness did not dress after playing 39 minutes in the win over Brooklyn on Monday. Rose is averaging
Teague played for the second time in three days after missing six games with a bruised left knee. Home
against Utah on Friday night. Home against the Los Angeles Lakers on Saturday night. Host the New York
Knicks on Friday night. Host the Portland Trail Blazers on Friday night.
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9: 7 Hearty, Meat-Filled Recipes to Make for Sunday Night Supper
Making sure you get a solid 7 to 9 hours of rest on Sunday night will put you in a more optimistic mood and start your
week off energized. Make a quick 'looking forward to it' list.

New Orleans Saints 24, Baltimore Ravens 23 1. The 24 points scored by the Saints represent the most the
Ravens have allowed since the Cincinnati Bengals scored 34 in Week 2. The Ravens entered the day allowing
just Quarterback Drew Brees led the charge, completing 22 of 30 passes for yards and two touchdowns as the
Saints improved to , winning five straight games. Sunday proved historical for Brees as he entered the game
with career touchdown passes. Brees, who now has career touchdown passes, became the fourth quarterback
in league history to join the Club along with Peyton Manning , Hall of Famer Brett Favre and Tom Brady
With the win against the Ravens , Brees also became the third quarterback in league history to defeat all 32
teams, a feat previously accomplished by Manning and Favre. The Saints look to utilize Hill in a variety of
offensive packages, including lining up as a tight end to block. All Hill does is produce, either taking snaps
and running or getting down the field on special teams. Against the Ravens , Hill gained 35 yards rushing on
six carries and produced two tackles while covering kicks. Hill has the full trust of Saints head coach Sean
Payton. Ravens quarterback Joe Flacco put his team on his back with 2: Flacco engineered a six-play, yard
drive, capped off by a yard touchdown pass to wide receiver John Brown. On the game, Flacco completed 23
of 39 passes for yards and two touchdowns. Cowboys kicker Brett Maher doinked a potential game-tying
field-goal attempt off the left upright as time expired handing the Redskins the win and an NFC East division
lead. The missed field goal broke a streak of straight makes by Maher after he missed his first career attempt.
The failure came after Dallas was flagged for a 5-yard penalty before the snap, pushing a would-be yard
attempt to a yarder. The kick appeared as though it would have been good if not for the additional five yards.
It was fitting that the pivotal play came in the form of a Ryan Kerrigan strip of Dak Prescott that was scooped
up by Preston Smith for a touchdown, giving the Redskins a lead late in the fourth quarter. The group
hammered running back Ezekiel Elliott time after time in the backfield, holding Zeke to a meager 34 yards on
15 totes 2. Washington pestered Prescott with pressure, taking down the quarterback four times, two fumbles,
and forced several big holding calls. Outside of one big play to receiver Michael Gallup yard TD , the
Redskins dominated a milquetoast Cowboy offense until Prescott used his legs to get Dallas back into the
game with a chance to tie. Adrian Peterson continues to be the motor of the Redskins offense. Washington
rightly leaned on the year-old running back, who powered his way for 99 yards on 24 carries, for 4. Behind an
offensive line that kept a good Dallas front at bay much of the contest, Peterson continued to look spry,
breaking tackles and jutting to the outside for chunk gains. Rotating in early, Lee made several pivotal plays to
end Redskins drives and give Dallas a shot at a comeback. Later, Lee tracked down Smith on third down and
tackled the quarterback out of bounds short of the marker to set up the Cowboys potential game-tying drive.
One week after their first defeat, the Kansas City Chiefs made sure not to suffer the same slow start that set
them back against New England. The Chiefs found the end zone early and often against the visiting Cincinnati
Bengals , scoring points on five of their first six drives en route to an assured prime-time victory. Leading the
league with 22 touchdown passes, the second-year gunslinger is the youngest player in NFL history with six
consecutive yard passing games. But the true star of the night was Kareem Hunt , who set the tone early and
scored three touchdowns with yards on 20 touches. Cincinnati underwhelmed in every facet on Sunday
evening. Cincy went three- or four-and-out on three of its first-half drives and fell down four scores before the
middle of the third quarter. Making matters worse, the Bengals botched a fake punt in the first half, setting K.
After going down to the wire with Pittsburgh last week, the Bengals have crumbled over their last five
quarters, failing to resemble in the slightest the club that throttled Baltimore in Week 2. The AFC North
remains wide open. Chris Jones and Dee Ford are each having career years and continued their strong play
with sacks of Andy Dalton. Breeland Speaks bounced back from his ridiculed missed tackle of Brady by
playing all 53 snaps and recording a QB hit. Down with two seconds remaining, Mitch Trubisky needed a yard
Hail Mary to force overtime. It was that kind of day for Trubisky, who did more damage with his legs than his
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scattershot arm. Even though the Patriots defense made his scrambling ability a focal point all week, Trubisky
improvised his way to 81 rushing yards, the second-most by a quarterback versus New England in the Bill
Belichick era. Might the coaching staff take a chance on resting Mack with the sluggish offenses of the Jets
and Bills on the horizon? Thanks to strong special teams play, the Patriots overcame a pair of lost fumbles by
Cordarrelle Patterson and Sony Michel that placed them in a hole early in the second quarter. Due in large part
to the special teams scores, the Patriots reached at least 21 points by halftime and 38 points total for the fourth
consecutive game -- the latter figure setting a new franchise record. This is an injury-ravaged offense yet to
click on all cylinders, but the team is finding ways to move the chains, generate big plays and outscore
opponents on a weekly basis. Already playing without All-Pro tight end Rob Gronkowski , Tom Brady
seemed destined to continue leaning heavily on the backfield tandem of James White and rookie Sony Michel
, gashing the Bears defense on an eight-play, yard touchdown drive to begin the festivities. After posting three
straight games of or more yards, Michel was quickly downgraded from questionable to out, a sign that he may
be unavailable for the foreseeable future. Look for New England to add a power back this week, perhaps
re-signing Mike Gillislee. Give Cleveland this much: Catanzaro also missed an extra point. A juicy, yard
end-around touchdown by DeSean Jackson helped the Bucs build a lead, but the deep threat went plus minutes
before his first grab. Winston threw for yards on the day and piled up 55 yards on the ground. He also lost the
ball on a third-quarter strip by Myles Garrett and nearly lost the game with a shaky final few minutes. Here in
the newsroom, colleague Gregg Rosenthal was miffed to see Tampa play for that ill-fated field goal at the end
of regulation instead of trying for the touchdown with less than a minute to play. After authoring their worst
half of the year on offense, the Browns played some of their best football yet down the stretch. The
first-overall pick threw for just 62 first-half yards, but bounced back to lob a scoring strike to tight end David
Njoku and author a seven-play, yard touchdown march to bring Cleveland within of Tampa. From there,
Mayfield galvanized the team with a surging, yard scramble in the fourth quarter, but that potential game-tying
drive fell to pieces when the signal-caller was stuffed on a fourth-and-goal sneak. Two embattled coaching
staffs went at each other on Sunday. The Browns , meanwhile, were crushed by 14 penalties for a whopping
yards. Hue Jackson also lost a key challenge in the second half. That said, this Cleveland roster is laced with
tangible young talent, especially on defense. Quarterback Cam Newton shook off a sluggish start to lead the
charge, ripping off his suit and donning his Superman cape to propel the Panthers for the comeback victory. In
the fourth quarter alone, Newton completed 16 of 22 passes for passes and two touchdowns with a Facing a
fourth-and with 2: Newton capped off the drive with a 1-yard touchdown pass to Greg Olsen , and finished the
game completing 25 of 39 passes for yards and two touchdowns, adding 49 yards rushing on seven carries.
But like the offense, the defense turned on the in the final period, holding the Eagles to just 22 yards of total
offense and recording two sacks on Eagles quarterback Carson Wentz. The Panthers rose to the occasion in the
final minute with the Eagles marching in the red zone by coming up with sack-fumble of Wentz to ice the
contest. On the game, the Eagles sacked Wentz four times and recorded six quarterback hits. The winds were
swirling at Lincoln Financial Field, but Wentz basically shrugged aside the elements with a seamless
performance to help the Eagles run out to an early lead. The third-year quarterback was on fire from the start
of the game, at one point completing 15 consecutive passes, en route to finishing the game completing 30 of
37 passes for yards and two touchdowns. The offseason plans to upgrade the ground game in Detroit came to
fruition in a smashing effort in South Beach. Rookie running back Kerryon Johnson blasted through, around
and over Dolphins defenders all game. The second-round pick paced the Lions with yards on the ground -- his
second plus yard rushing performance of the season -- for a gaudy 8. Detroit spent the offseason upgrading the
rushing attack, adding Johnson, LeGarrette Blount 50 yards, TD and first-round offensive lineman Frank
Ragnow. The plan worked like a charm Sunday as the offensive line opened huge holes, and the backs made
defenders miss in space and pinballed for extra yards. As a team, the Lions galloped for a whopping rushing
yards. Detroit generated 24 first downs with 8. Six games into the season, this is the type of offensive balance
Detroit planned entering the year. Osweiler made a gorgeous touchdown toss to Kenny Stills in the back of the
end zone in the first half. He later darted a laser to Danny Amendola on the move to close the scoring gap deep
into the fourth quarter. Kenyan Drake blasting off for a yard touchdown run, displayed that the Dolphins can
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move the ball well enough, and get a sprinkle of explosive plays, with Brock under center. Self-proclaimed
YAC king Albert Wilson left the game in the first half after a yard catch-and-run with a leg injury that looked
bad. The wideout was heavily in the game-plan early with two rushing attempts and three catches on the first
four drives before suffering the injury. With DeVante Parker inactive, the injuries left Miami with just two
healthy receivers dressed on their concluding possession. The story of this is the benching of Blake Bortles ,
because quarterback news -- and news related to the polarizing Bortles -- is hot in this league. But make no
mistake: Jacksonville , as a football team, looks nothing like the team that took down New England a month
ago. Their identity is lost. And routes run short of the sticks on third down. And most of all, turnovers. Doug
Marrone railed against it in the postgame presser and rightfully so, pointing out the obvious in the process: A
negative turnover differential will, in most games, produce a loss. But back to the running game. Yeldon , best
suited as a change-of-pace back, has been forced to carry an incredible load and understandably struggled to
do so. He dropped a pass that ended up in a Kessler interception, and gained just 28 yards on 12 attempts.
Now, onto the winners. Hopkins was routinely winning one-on-one matchups with Jalen Ramsey early in the
game, and though he only finished with three receptions, one of them extended a key early drive, and another
one went for a touchdown. Combined with Will Fuller , Watson has at least two solid targets to throw to. Oh,
and welcome back, Lamar Miller , who rushed for yards for the first time this season and scored a touchdown
on 22 carries.
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